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DEDICATION

To shadows left behind the wall
Thought of by the town crier;

His gong's sound shall bind us all
For his cause and others higher.
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FOREWORD

Night Has Come Again was written to capture the 
legacies and preserve the memories of Comrade 
Patrick Barigbalo Naagbanton. Patrick was a 
courageous human rights defender with several 
attributes including being a prolific investigative 
journalist, newspaper columnist, poet, humanist, 
and environmentalist. To effectively champion these 
noble ideals, he founded the Centre for Environment, 
Human Rights and Development (CEHRD) in 1999 
as a foremost environmental and human rights non-
governmental organization (NGO) in Nigeria and 
became its pioneer Coordinator. This book title, 
Night Has Come Again, was carefully and 
thoughtfully culled from one of Patrick's numerous 
poems. Moreso, writers and the human rights 
community regard the sudden and tragic death of 
Patrick as nightfall at dawn. 

When the sad news of Patrick's tragic death hit the 
airwaves like a thunderbolt on 21 September 2019, 
there was outpouring of reactions from different 
arenas in the struggle for a better society where he 
participated actively. Such reactions came in the 
form of calls, condolence letters, verbal and written 
tributes, poems and opinion articles. Indeed, his 
death marked the end of yet another era of fearless 
and vibrant activism.

Patrick loved poetry and had published a book of 
poems, Fury of the Fisher Woman. In fact, the best 
way he revered distinguished personalities on the 
side of humanity was writing poems in their honour. 
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So, he wrote poems to celebrate Ken Saro-Wiwa, 
Gani Fawehinmi, Chima Ubani and Dele Giwa to 
mention but a few. Therefore, CEHRD commissioned 
a team of poets, led by Dr. Orike Didi, to produce this 
anthology as a tribute to Patrick as part of gestures to 
immortalize him. It contains poetic conversations 
with Patrick and 30 poems authored by different 
persons.

The poems attempt to unravel the mysteries 
surrounding life and death, while others seek to 
expose endemic social decay, which contributes to 
the complexities of human existence. Yet, some of the 
poems depict the decades of environmental 
degradation suffered by the peoples of the Niger 
Delta, engendered by a strange business union 
between the Nigerian State and international oil 
companies. In this weird union, the Federal 
Government of Nigeria (FGN) is a major investor in 
oil mining and, at the same time, the regulator of the 
environmental impact of oil exploration and 
exploitation in the Niger Delta. This paradox is the 
major reason why effective environmental 
management of oil and gas extraction has remained 
elusive.   

The CEHRD team is thankful to the contributors, 
especially Dr. Didi and his team because Patrick 
always encouraged people to read and write. His soul 
rejoices! 

Professor Nenibarini Zabbey
Coordinator, CEHRD
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PREFACE

Patrick Naagbanton will not leave a room without 
leaving one of three things; a joke, an idea, a gift. He 
could as well leave behind a combination of the 
three. Many of us who were his friends did benefit 
from him in these and so many other ways. He has a 
funny way a calling the names of his friends which 
was unique for him and then an amazing burst of 
laughter that will follow it. His ability to give 
unsolicited gifts cheerfully could at times be 
considered beautifully embarrassing. However, it 
would be appropriate to state that no one, not even 
his opponents, did escape the punch of his polemics. 
And because he read and wrote a whole lot, he had 
“ideological battles” wherever they presented 
themselves. 

His battle with ideological points and counterpoints 
could be in a bus traveling from Port Harcourt to 
Warri, an airplane flying from Abuja to Lagos, a 
literary club meeting in Port Harcourt, a buka where 
men and women would be “stepping down” a plate 
of pepper soup with a bottle of coke. When it comes 
to a meeting of fellow ideologues, he would speak 
straight, vanishing off the jokes and laughter as the 
man in him emerges. 

Patrick was a man with eagle eyes for details and 
records events graphically more than so many 
people I have met. He communicates without 
hitches too, sending bursts of poems via texts and 
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emails. Friends and acquaintances can attest to his 
presence of mind and altruism. His huge physical 
frame did not announce him like his humility easily 
did. He was simple but not simplistic in daily 
considerations. But then, there was always 
something complicated about him. His unusual 
demise was part of that complication.

The decision to do a post humous collection in 
commemoration of Comrade Patrick Naagbanton 
was well-received among his friends and comrades. 
In the series of meetings leading to the interment of 
his corpse it was agreed that certain things will be 
done to ensure that some of his legacies are 
remembered. This collection of poems is one of 
them. The responsibility of coordinating this task 
laid on the shoulders of the Poetry Committee. I will 
gladly want to say - we have delivered.

Patrick was a published poet and secretary of the 
Port Harcourt Writers' Forum. But still it was not 
easy for all the poets he left behind to muster enough 
strength to write poetic pieces in memory of him and 
the issues he represented. It was most probably 
because they found it difficult to write about Patrick 
in past tense. Until the issuing of this work many of 
his friends, well established in poetry, just could not 
write and avoided talking about him. They could not 
imagine that he is no more.  The pain was too deep. 
The issues he represented in life include, though not 
restricted to, human rights, environmental rights, 
journalism, poetry, education, revolutionary 
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socialism and humanism. 

The poems in this collection were drawn from the 
WhatsApp platform created in his honour, 
newspaper sources and via a mailbox dedicated to 
his poetry. Most of the poems were however read at 
the Night of Poetry and Tributes in memory of Patrick 
and his contributions to humanity. 

The collection is divided into four parts. The first 
part Looking Through Tears are chronicles of pain the 
writers faced with the demise of Patrick. The other 
three parts simply record some of the issues Patrick 
dealt with in life like the environment, the beauty of 
poetry and the political and human rights struggle. 
The poems here are products of the final versions of 
minor editorial work as they have been almost left 
with the emotiveness with which they were 
originally written. Patrick's poetic communication 
with Emem Okon is here titled Letters to Emem while 
his conversation with Nnimmo Bassey is simply 
brought under the title A Poetic Conversation. Poetic 
messages he sent via email to Ken Meju are here 
represented as Letters to Ken. 

We are grateful to the poets who allowed us to 
include their poems in this collection. We are happy 
that you remembered our late friend and comrade.
Barr. Uwabuike Anayo Peter did the first set of 
corrections on the almost completed work. Mr. Pius 
Dukor read Patrick's poetry with me at Seaview 
Poetry Club's on-air programme at Rhythm FM 
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93.7mHz severally. He also read through this 
collection before its issue. The Ken Saro-Wiwa 
Foundation funded the Night of Poetry and Tributes 
while Mr. Dum Syl brought in creativity in his 
organising, ensuring that the it was a huge success. 
Styvn Obodoekwe remained a powerhouse in 
organising, giving out assignments to friends of 
Patrick and encouraged our committee to the 
complete the poetry project in good time. Emmanuel 
Ephraim of The Poetry Unplugged Project guided the 
work up to its proof form. 

The quintessential support of Prof. Nenibarini 
Zabbey, the Coordinator of the Center for 
Environment, Human Rights and Development 
(CEHRD) in this project was enormous. Mrs. 
Constance Meju and the rest members of the 
CEHRD Board were great in following up with this 
project to its conclusion. To them all I say thank you. 

Orike Ben Didi
Port Harcourt. November 2020.
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LOOKING THROUGH TEARS
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THE PILGRIM By Uwabuike Anayo Peter

Pat won't pass this way again-

With his kith or with his kin,

But one thing I am sure of-

We are all but pilgrims here.

We shall pass and go to God

Only thought of by our deeds.

He won't pass this way again-

With his pen with which he wrote

Or his love for all that is fair and just

Or passion for nature's gift

For which he befriended the earth,

And all for which he had fought

To make the world a better place.

He won't pass this way again-

That was why he did his best, 

He did his best to please his friends

And sought no silver, no gold

Above the interest of a friend.

That's why we speak well of him;

As he has now passed on to God.

He won't pass this way again-

With his broad and cheerful smile

To all who had come his way.

All his life no pen can write 

All his worth no price can pay.

He won't pass this way again-
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As he has now run his race

And passed the baton unto us.

He did his best to please the Lord

In whom he had sought his rest.

May his soul rest with the Lord

For whom he had lived and died. 

NIGHT HAS COME AGAIN
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THE IROKO FELL  By Lawrence Dube

And the Iroko fell
In one fell swoop
And the big bang came.

The birds scattered
The leaves dried up
The land quaked
The people gathered,

Tongues tied 

Lips got stuck;
The Big Gong is Silenced.

What happened?

The man died 
He was here
He is gone
Forever
On the long journey
To Eternity.

Patrick Naagbanton is dead?

No! Don't say that.
He's not dead
Great men don't die,
He traveled.

Where did he travel to?

To the land of immortals.

Who did he tell?

Immortals don't tell,
They just travel.
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What did he take?

He does not need anything.

What about his clothes?

Immortals don't wear clothes.

What about his books?

He has finished reading them. 

How long will he travel?

The journey has no end;
It just began.
Oh, why so soon?
So soon is so near.

He was here
He is gone 
Forever
He has served his generation
He will never return;
Eternity begins.

Goodbye forever.
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WE DEFY DEATH  By Lawrence Dube

We defy death;
The death of Ken Saro-Wiwa
The death of Oronto Douglas
The Death of Patrick Naagbanton
The death that took away our HEROES.

We defy death;
That foolish monster
That cold blooded murderer
The messenger of darkness
That spirit from hell
That can only kill
But cannot destroy.

We defy death;
The weapon of oppression
The servant of injustice
The agent of darkness
The tool of wickedness.
Death cannot do anything other than to kill,
Death can only take away
But cannot keep forever.

We defy death;
That took away our messengers
That silenced their voices
That repressed our struggle
That poisoned our land and waters
That killed our women and children
That wasted our communities.

We defy that death
The death that took away Patrick Naagbanton
That wasted his body
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And silenced his voice
The death that ended his dreams
And made his children orphans
That made his wife a widow
And his mother childless
That turned his friends and family into mourning 
(mourners).

Oh death!
We are not afraid of you
You can take away our best 
but we still have the best
You can kill our messengers 
But you cannot kill our message
You can cause us pain 
But we will come back strong and in defiance.

Oh death!
Patrick Naagbanton was a writer,
A defender of justice,
A voice for the voiceless,
A defender of the oppressed.
You have killed the body of Patrick Naagbanton
But you cannot kill his message.

We defy you oh death!
There is life after you
And one day you will die
And we will triumph.

We defy death.
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SUNSET By Lawrence Dube

Sunset

Before the End

In the beginning.

A Light was born

The light is a Big Light

The Big Light came from far away

From the land of unknown

Where mortals don't travel.

The Big Light is the candle of nature

The compass of the earth

The Big Light Dwelled on Earth Amongst Men.
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THE BIG LIGHT WAS A STAR By Lawrence Dube

A beacon

A hope

An inspiration

A torch bearer.

The Big Light stood against the darkness

And the darkness could not withstand it.

The big light shines through the skies

And the moon and the stars rose from their beds.

The galaxy glitters

The earth blossoms 

The River flourishes

Winter comes

Snowfalls

Sunset.

The host of darkness conspired

They quenched the Big Light

The Big Light is gone

To the land of no return

Through the pit of maggots

Inside the box of wood

Cold, stifled, lying straight, speechless,

Lifeless, helpless, numbed.

Carried to the entrance gate 

For the long lonely journey,

Endless journey of no return.

The Big Light walks away forever

Alone and forlorn

No companion. No comforter.
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The Big Light is dimmed

Sunset.

The land is aghast

The land is in pain

Wailing and weeping

Darkness and confusion

“What happened?”, the people ask

The Big Light is gone, the mourners reply.

Why did the Big Light go away too soon?

The Big Light did not go away

The Big Light was killed

At twilight

Just before dawn.

Sunset.

Ah who killed the Big Light?

The land killed the Big Light

The land loves darkness

The Big Light fought against the darkness

The land killed the Big Light

The land is doomed

The constellations are darkened

The sky is vanished

No more light

No more days

Sunset.

The Concourse

The moon and the stars
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They gather

The people shouted

Let there be another Light

But there was no Light

The Big Light is gone away

How do we replace the Big Light?

The Big Light is irreplaceable

The Big Light came from far away

The Big Light is gone

A generation is gone

An era is over-

Sunset.
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LIFE By Pius Dukor

See the paradox of life,

The ugliness of a lifeless being though once brisk.

Life, the mystery of the clay.

See how life speeds like rocket,

Sails gently to the lonely path like a leaking 
pocket 

But suddenly so somersaulted. 

Life, the paradox of existence- 

The complexities of soul, spirit and dust, 

No human can trust.

See the fangs of death boasting and 

Swimming in the ocean of excitement, 

Yet the walking dead are stigmatized

with cruelty, we thus sympathize.

Even some have scorned death long ago 

with grandiloquence. 

What manner of death is this? I do not know. 

We have been killed in instalments

with legion of suffocating bewilderment.

How can I juxtapose the laughter of the killer

and the sunken spirit of the brave?

He dined with crocodiles and was tortured 

many times by lawlessness,

Yet, he never cringed.

This fearless investigator never quivers

nor would goose pimples make him shiver,
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But boldly, he confronts tyranny.

And now his spirit rests on but his dust thus 
flakes away. 

Patrick lives on, 

standing tall without any fear to fall.

Death! 

Pretty wicked beyond human calculus.

Adieu Patrick.  
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TO A SOJOURNER by Humphrey Ogu

Like the crowing cock
you sing of daybreak and nightfall 
sunrise and sunset,

Like the sun bird 
you fly from creek to creek 
singing of flowing rivers and flooded delta.

Like raindrops in rainy season 
words drop from your lips 
in drizzle and in torrents, 

Like dew drops at dawn 
ink flows from your pen 
telling new tales, each morn. 

Like a cameraman, you capture 
the beauty of the blue skies 
the golden sun and the dark clouds.

Adieu, fellow author, biographer 
journalist, poet and friend,
fly high, sail on and sing on....
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HE WAS A WAR (FOR COMRADE PATRICK 
NAAGBANTON) By Orike Ben Didi

A connection of battles

Threaded deep inside like DNA strings 

Of history,

Spiraling to infinity

Haunting generations unborn-

A war he was.

All the generals he took to task,

Officers he called to question

And as men look up the skies 

Huge stars fell on shoulders,

Making many more generals

In the army of ants.

A war he was-

That giant of a man, the size of Goliath,

The hardness of a willing stone

And the will of David.

From his steps in the battlefield rises dust

Covering up a dead history.

A deadly slingshot 

Bleeding off lies from the face of truth,

Uncovers decades of decay.

But modesty was obsession, not size.

A war among men he was-

Armed men in search of redemption

Cry rivers for he who probed the armoury.
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Putrefying policies shed hailstones

For Joshua who battled their sun to a standstill.

The Niger Delta Chicoco awaits he

That caressed its soil with passion

And with pain for lost carbon;

Lonely were shafts abandoned at midterm

By the wanderer, his pen still in his fingers. 

A war he was, reported centuries after,

Pain dripping from every face of the polyhedron.

A war he was, invading millions of minds

Destroying fortresses of foolishness

Conquering fetish imaginations

Like a full-blown light 

Making a grand entry into the dark.

A war he was in the anthills of deception

Like a porcupine with arsenal inbuilt,

Overwhelming battles from cradle to craving.

A war of words he was;

From battles of metaphors,

A reconnaissance of internal rhymes

To explosions of syllables;

Guerrilla imagery have gone on rampage.

The ink drips from the pen in torrents

Like October rains in the city of gardens;

A North-South River runs across the East-West.

Who can stop the war?

Now I sit on the sands on the shore

Counting pebbles,
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Waiting for the tide to come

And wash them away.

I am a loser.

I lost the war.
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DEATH! by Ordu Azubuike Ibegwura, PhD

Death!

The reaper of unripe fruits 

Beating the bravest

As the unaware could be.

A victim submits to you

As sand submits freely

To free flow of water.

Songs of melancholy met my tired ears 

I saw tears of sorrow

From lightened faces

As your victim is lowered 

Into the shallow grave.

Be compassionate to comrades

O! Death.
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YOU ARE A NIGER DELTA SON by Ken Meju

Against the will of hearts brave

Tears flow into belly of the River

Endless surge from brave of hearts

Whose joys are smothered by a murdering hand.

Drunk and drawn from pit of hell

To pelt and rain but sorrow and tears

Our fears are great like simmering flame

Devouring hopes that on future lie.

Ample hope of apple great

The food and relish of growing minds

That nurture and nurse the strength and might

From Aba to Abak the river flows

From Ogoni to Oregon the drums are heard

Patrick has parted to Rest in Peace

As we gather his pieces to paint and post

In rhyme and rhythm of poems and prose.

Rest in Peace, Rest in Peace

Naagbanton, you are a Niger Delta Son!
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WHO SAYS THE TOWN CRIER IS GONE? 

By Styvn Obodoekwe

Crying weeping wailing, 

men are wrapped over tragedy,

Some unusually silent, meditating 

Trapped to conjure meaning to the story,

Some talking, sulking in hushed voices the way 
elders do;

a great tower has dropped dead,

Some struggling with suppressed sad feelings, 

moping askance, 

expecting answers to questions not even 
pronounced.

Tension there is in the land, 

frighteningly gloomy is the atmosphere.

Where is the great town crier from Bodo City

Who, in his rabid desire to help mankind, 

followed the footprints of Nkpoo Sibaara?

A land is mangled, raped mercilessly by oil 
scavengers

storming the land violently uninvited

to cart away treasures hidden beneath Ogoni.

Patrick stands tall guarding oily victims.

Where is Patrick Barigbalo Naagbanton?

Where is the great town-crier of our time,

the benevolent tree with fruits for many in need?

Has the noise come to a sudden end?
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Has it come to an end,

that noise coming from his non-metal gong,

that noise of hope and courage that we loved to 
hear?

He shouts, masses rejoice, 

his noise bearing slings that question our ways,

noise that trigger mass actions,

evoking fear, goose pimples among evil kings,

spineless scavengers, lost souls

raping society with smoking guns 

and armoured tanks.

Who says the poet is gone?

Who says the great town crier is no more?

Do ideas really die?

No! Great minds don't die,

For tarry will their ideas 

legacies footprints.
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HIS VOICE By Orike Ben Didi

His voice cries from the wilderness,

The night desolate, fired by greed,

Laid bare by vampires of a dead kingdom.

His voice cries out

Like the hungry baby's in the night

Of hunger

Of suppressed anger.

His voice rings a bell,

his footprints left behind

lead to a forest of books;

Wrap yourself in the greenery,

then a leaf you must pluck.

The sound of the gong frees hostages

Trapped in the voice of town crier.

We hear echoes of the shrill voice fading

his bold footsteps retreating,

marked on the sands of time. 
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PATNAS' CHOICE (?)  

By Naabulobari Naazigha-lue Esq.

Patnas saw it all-

 the planes crashing

 the trains derailing

 the ships sinking.

Did you have a choice?

And then you travelled,

The lonely lonely way.

Patnas saw it all-

 the bullets piercing

 the canons bouncing

 the daggers slashing.

Did you have to choose?

And then you picked

The lowly lowly choice?

Patnassaw it all-

 the masses wailing

 the crowds roaring

 the millions chanting.

Did you pick the choice?

And then you took

 the lonely lonely route?
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THE PRICE  By Ernesto N.J. Naagbanton

Quality is ravaged by the singing tune 

of my weeping heart;

Pure sound in the breeze 

from dusk till dawn; it remains significant- 

I could have wept for you, but I can't find

any more tears. 

Believe it or not we'll see again 

either in this life or the next. 

I'll embrace you with my arms open 

and live life at its best 

“Healing the world”, he would say but I replied 

“Even though it'll cost me a lifetime.” 

It's worth the price. 
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MY DISTRESS CRY  By Ernesto N.J. Naagbanton

There's poverty in the land 

Beggars roaming with pure hearts but 
contaminated affections 

Looking for the next meal to fill their empty 
stomachs 

Killings are normal duties of hungry citizens 

Corruption have turned the daily meals of 
politicians 

As the season of celebration begins, they crave 

for more blood and more power

Like a distant vampire seeking for more prey

They might give you a smile and promise you 
luxuries 

You can never know the heart-cry of their vampire 
hearts 

No!  They won't rest until they secure the future 

for their next four generations 

While beggars on the street haven't secured the 
next meal 

The town crier's angry gong would never stop 
announcing their flaws 

This is Nigeria 

The world capital of poverty but great dreams are 
born 

How do you expect me to believe Nigeria is poor

When talents are unveiled and dark spaces are 
illuminated? 

No!  It's unbelievable.

Now I believe for we seek not inventions 
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but intentions 

We seek not new visions 

but new descriptions.

This is my distress cry 

Wake up Nigeria 

She's been sleeping long enough while the 
innocent suffers 

She's been sleeping long enough while the 
innocent die 

She's been sleeping long enough while the 
innocent turn guilty 

This is my distress cry.
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THE DREAM By Godson Dorgu

Last year, you came to us
Hand in hand with your jewel
Promising a reunion with reality
Lamenting the squalor that had become a societal 
dilemma.

Upon our petrified visage
The ambience of our trapped freedom fell,
The languishing innocence of frazzled dreams

lay woke in your call for justice and freedom.

We tranced the generational transference 

in the hope of our perceived liberation
But, like the innocence of a child, 

the tale of our incarceration was a restful 
rumination.

Between our freedom and oppression lies the 
dream that we can't tell
Because the one who waits to listen is no more 

and the ones who should, are, but in chains,
Our freedom remains trapped and strained.

Naagbanton! You left too soon
Now, we are doomed.
The walls that wailed a lamentation 

when you bemoaned our rights and Justice's 
hesitant response 

have closed in on us!
Behind bars and innocence.

You said "you shall hear me no more"
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what beset you to utter such a knowing, 

knowing the gloom a demise as glorious as yours 
shall bring?
The fortuity of an innocuous declaration
Shattering a people and a clan.

Your freedom fist
Your willingness to die for others' living
For whatever it is, the goodness of your existence 

should have exceeded this minute!

But we shall await your replica... for the hope of 
another.

We shall await!
Perchance mercies may spare us the life 

that you wished to offer.

Adieu! Farewell
Patrick Naagbanton.
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WE GATHERED  

By Orike Ben Didi and Styvn Obodoekwe 

First, we gathered to plant trees of life

For the dead,

Forty-nine trees in all, one for each fruitful year,

a sacrifice to mother Earth.

The sun had no pity; it rained heat on us,

Our ground we stood like the tree he was.

Then we gathered again at the morgue of sorrow,

transit camp for the dead

from where the town crier hammered at his gong

inviting termites to lie in state, in ambush.

Then we begin the long wait for marching termites

with teeth meant only for gluttons,

we wait in rage, painful rage

over ideas about to be buried.

The motorcades amble slowly into Bodo City.

Beautifully ugly; colourful men, women in black,

colourful posters spread tears like seeds.

O what a mournful Saturday torn further apart

By rivers of salt flowing through Bodo City.

Pall bearers imbued with strength of the giant,

of the town crier in the hollow woods wander 
about streets  

of Bodo like the spirit of Nkpoo Sibaara.

Then we gathered again.

We gathered for storytelling, everyone with
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his lakes of salt,

prose and poem and song become one 

touching the heart where it aches,

strange silences punctuating every speech

circling around a solemn song,

a song long ambushed by injury.

We gathered again

Where we await a final handover to termites

dwelling in the womb of Mother Earth,

We gathered to bury a dream;

A dream of a mother, sisters and brothers,

A dream of a wife and her children 

A dream of comrades and a generation

A dream of the future, a dream of dreams…

Then we gathered again,

forming a circle around the six feet deep 
foundation 

of a Buddhist temple,

the tenant willed to be a humanist storyteller.

Still the termites lie in wait to devour,

Digest our past wishes,

A certain shadow tilting under the sun.

Cry! Bodo cry!

Here goes he who held your treasures 

deep in the earth, for your children,

to the anger, to the pain of scavengers.

Cry! Bodo cry!
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OUR PATRICK OUR PRIDE

By Nabie Nubari Francis

stIt was on the 21  of September

in the CT hands of medics

he laid helpless,

and the towncrier cried no more.

In the evening

of the same fateful day

In the same hospital

Doctors and nurses run to and fro

Calling for help

But to no avail.

Our Patrick is gone.

I stood, gazing

at the walls

But fathomed not;

Why so soon?

So difficult to believe

That it was night fall

And our sun had set

At dawn.

Our Patrick, Our pride

Our compass, Our iroko,

The brain box in our struggle.

We're saddened

Our hero is gone!
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Tears flooded Bodo

Tears flooded Ogoni

Tears flooded Africa

Tears of pain and sorrow,

The Restless Pen is no more

The voiceless lost their voice

Our Patrick Our pride gone.

Our superhero and pride

Our giant we mourn you.

We weep but in vain

Our Patrick our pride

Rest in Peace

stIt was the 21  of September

That fateful day

That our Patrick 

laid helpless

in the CT hands of medics

and the town crier

cried no more.
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II. 

THIS EARTH IS FOR PATRICK
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WILDFIRE! By Ekechi Amadi

Trees yelling 

Felling and fired 

Cut down and cut out 

Burnt out and burnt down.

Trees yelling 

Telling how tired they are 

Burnt out and cut down 

Falling down and fed up. 

Wild wind

Fanning across 

Moles in holes

Roasted Rodents 

Blind to nature 

Blinding creatures

Black death with dearth

Scattered on earth. 
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DECEMBER RAIN By Tony Njoku

It is raining in December

leaves of twigs are green and reflect light

oiled sheens throwing back shadows 

at things that cast them;

the rain percolates on the earth's eye sockets

littered on the grumpy roads,

see grasses struggle to sprout with vigour

and lush luxuriance covers the landscape;

nature knows where it is going.

Winged insects swarm in the thickets

after hibernation in the brambles

with hideous bites, they invade lumberjacks,

with knives and axes, hacking down trees

that bleed and shrill aloud before they fall,

the earth, by that, goes nude and tickled through 
the fingering

and toils of folks who conjure away goose-flesh

 at the fusion of sweat and cold on the skin.

Darkness envelopes dawn in obeisance to the 
caprices

serenity pervades the atmosphere

wild winds break the reeds and shake hedges of 
huts

and the soil swells

like compartmentalized loaves.

Tell me what fertilizes eggs planted deep in her 
wombs?

The spell is unbound in triumphant manner,

seeds sleeping in death wake up to the call 
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of the new life, and the embryos grow with time.

The sun rises and sets in July

the moon shines in the ghostly nights of May

for children to gather and sing and dance?

Or elders to sit out in the open to narrate tales 

of dream worlds

before a hypnotized audience?  

The news around the globe threatens us all here.

What is this warming and depletion of ozone 
layer?

Let us hear the full story of mythical floods and 
vibrating heat,

how ice caps do shrink and drop, and oceans 
levels rise,

teach us this song of carbon production 

that we may strive to unite and rewrite its script.
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THE CROSS OF A HANGMAN By Orike Ben Didi

Tears flow like a river
Crisscrossing the nooks and crannies
of the Niger Delta
Searching for light arms, small weapons
And angry shafts standing by them.
I was a witness 
knocking on every door to spread the word
Tracing the contours of the flowing river,
The oxbow lakes
The waters made dirty by global carbon
Digging deep into the chicoco of earth
Struggling to breathe for radon was my nemesis.
The fury of the fisherwoman confronts me in 
every nightmare
Like day and night flares bring darkness into my 
home
Leaving me with a hurricane they say 

lights my future.
I saw him last at the hole in the horizon
When the sun was poised to set
When the west was not a friend,
For a tinge of red laced his crown of thorns
Chained to the cross of a hangman.
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STUCK! By Orike Ben Didi

Stuck, wedded to a dead history

We face a wind of carbon

As it soothes our skins to a certain death

As we laugh into oblivion.

Who is not bound to circuses,

trapped in feeding harbingers of hunger?

Is ignorance no more bliss

when forced to love a bad neighbor?

Hunger, ignorance raised us as victims-

victors and vanquished all trapped, victims. 

We now look forward to the rising tide

flowing into abodes of pain,

still a receptacle for more tears.

For today I am one with the fisherwoman

for she is one with the river, 

not a hostage taker of the waters.

With greed in a monster's teeth it digs

mass graves to light its darkness.

The hot earth is now buried in waters. 

The waters are hot too,

laced with a thick film of the devil's mess;

the fishes are now in court!

We are struck 

And stuck!
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THE SUN By Uwabuike Anayo Peter

You pretty ball of fire on high

Your glow brightens up the earth

Lest in the dark we trod in vain,

And bruise our brittle feet in pain;

Lamp of the world is what you are

For you lit the world we live in,

That we behold the glory of God

And cherish all that He hath made;

We see the creations, we feel the glory;

When we see not, we feel the glory

For our life is his glory.

You do shine on crops as food

And give them all the strength to grow

And be food to life on earth,

To the glory of the lord;

Without you which crop can live?

Without crops which life can be?
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POISON FISHES By Pius Dukor

O my sweet poison fishes

caught in the ocean of crude,

constantly oozing dead oil.

Through the harvested crude pipes

crisscrossing my backyard,

staining with rainbow our riverbanks,

O oil, how safe are my sentenced fishes?

Suffocating at the shore,

trapped in black gold, fishes, fins immobile, 

raising their bellies for greedy eyes,

red crabs humiliated, now exchanged at deadly 
price,

survivors of an unholy alliance;

coast red heat, benzene, rainbow, kpoofire. 

We bury the mangrove daily, their homes

now a desert is the price of a madness.

O poison fishes,

Killed and killing like death's poetry,

wailing and wailed upon, with the pain

mostly seen through the fisherman's tears.
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THIRSTY HOT DRY EARTH By Davies Bethel 
(DaLyrical Daemon)

Echoing dry farmers cry

Drums lay Bald, Empty, Dry

Earth has tasted solid thirst

Hunger but of water first

Sweaty ones, cold as death

Trees shed dry leaves as tears

Scouting for a new leaf afresh

Not even flowers were pleased

They all frowned and fell to breeze

Mulching our feet with dead dry leaves

Books flipped over our dripping faces

Fans ran fast but caught red air

Hell blew from harsh hades end

Halting sky's ejaculating cloud

The rains again would be pleased to reign

Pretty shine lost the bargain

Mother soil quenched her thirst

Droops dropping off seedlings sap

More drops for her sapling sake.
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III. 

CONVERSATIONS & WRITERS' 
POT

NIGHT HAS COME AGAIN
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LETTERS TO EMEM By Patrick Naagbanton

1. A Dusky Night

Night has come again, 

to drop its dark ink on my dark palms. 

Dripping the rhythm of dark at the corner of the 
lowering dusk. 

I dance to its dusky dance.

Night comes again into the dark corner 

of my lonely bed with its plain pain, 

a downing dusk;

am not ready for it. 

Goodbye a dusky night. 

2. Witness to my Disabled Tears!

Oh! it's been a tearful day.

Tearful indeed!

Listening to the tearful tales of Southern 
Cameroun refugees 

in Ogoja and other tearful towns on the edges of 
Cross River State. 

Windy, nightly darkness is falling on my sight like 
logs of woods, 

chasing me to my refuge in the restive Ikom town.

I'm running from the fatal shadows 

of chilling claws of the typical Ikom night. 

Goodnight!
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LETTERS TO KEN By Patrick Naagbanton

1

An evening of misdeeds

With unwanted rain

Leaking from the low.

Dark clouds, hanging previously mild-mannered 
and again.

The short-term departing visitor

Shaking off its last burdens

Breaking the vicious cycle of a visit, tickling the  

Mild-mannered, short distanced road.

PORT HARCOURT, 4 AUGUST, 2019.

2

Night, fearful night!

Night! Friendly Night!

Charging like curious claws

Night! Fearful Night, falling like furious rains on 
my path

As I am running away, time of wandering in your 
lonely womb.

Night, fearful night!

Night! Friendly Night!

Charging like curious claws

Night! Fearful Night, falling like furious rains on 
my path

as I am running away from Ogoni heartland 

to its fringing nest in Aleto.

Night! Friendly Night! 
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Her touch is gentle. Do come again. 

You are my only companion in a time of 
wondering 

in your lonely womb

3

The warming breeze of dawn oozing 

from the lips of Lagos Lagoon,

Threatening my farewell bid to her

It is time for another restless road roving to 
Abuja,

Nigeria's political cockpit.
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A POETIC CONVERSATION I

By Patrick Naagbanton

There were no signs of her continuous coming

Tapping from the death of my death

Fanning the embers of my embellishment.

It is a tale from her ultimatum

Like my torrential fears

Of more rains, more worries. 
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A POETIC CONVERSATION II

By Nnimmo Bassey

May your heart be soaked with love 

for our drenched land and peoples,
May your fingers continually tap verses of life
In the stanzas of deadly anthems.
May the heart of the impervious killers be 
wracked by love 
From the lips of our proud, resilient peoples.
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DRUMS LIE SILENT By Nnimmo Bassey

We hear

It's not how long

It's not how much

It's all about how well

You lived 

You lived.

You live 

In lives moulded

In fears annihilated 

In tears erased

In hunger banished 

In pains bandaged

In paths charted

In laughters shared

In text message poems

In boldness personified 

In knowledge shared 

In webs woven.

You live

In many lives birthed

In raindrops captured mid-flight by your restless 
pens

In words mere mortals dread to string 

In metal cages you rode on watery streets

In the memories yet to be lived

In the strength you shared

In the hopes you fashioned

In the minds you touched.

We hear
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It's not how long

It's not how much

It's all about how well

We live.

It's about how well

We love the haters

It's about how well

We stand for justice 

It's about how well

We shield the vulnerable 

It's about how well

We defend the oppressed

It's about how well 

We share rivers of pains

It's about how well

We expose evil

It's about how well

We build peace.

We hear

It's not how long

It's not how much

It's all about how well

You lived.

Yes, you danced your dance

Yes, the drums lie silent

Yes, the tears will dry

Still 

You left too soon

Patrick

Son of 

Naagbanton. 
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TO OUR FINAL POWER By Orike Ben Didi

Life is never fair.

Those whose love's been laid bare,

imbued with deep care 

know those who deserve their air.

Is it true?

Some say it's a lame game 

to create a famed name.

Forever, all life looks the same,

all rising and ending up to blame.

Is it true?

We'll all stand tall in the fame hall

and like the erect tide rise and fall,

an afterthought of confronting the call.

I suspect it must be a bitter gall.

But is it true?

In our long search for gold

we could end up stone-cold.

In the aftermath of a choke hold

we could never again be bold.

Is it true?

Somewhere deep in the pith of us

is the course to the eternal cause,

somewhere deep is that burning flame

a shaft rises to reclaim our true name.

What was here is nowhere,
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what was nowhere is somewhere

for the clock ticks to the hour

when we flower to our final power.
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TO THE POET By Orike Ben Didi

I shall dip my tongue in vinegar

And sweep the road on which you will walk

As you retreat home.

I shall soon send 

A “Get well soon” message to myself

For my cold fever flows with the rivers.

You were the cock that crowed for the Delta,

You were the singer that sang for the world.

Your laughter, once ours, are now yours

And they will trail you wherever you go;

We are only the dispossessed; our world runs

Into a quagmire harassed by the fading echoes

Of your wry laughter.

My tired guts 

Cannot face these flowing 

Rivers of salt.

My poverty

Is in understanding of boundary conditions

With the overworld.

I shall dip my tongue in vinegar

And sweep the road on which you will walk;

Your laughter echoes in the empty corridors

And the eternal pain drains it all away.
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THE BROKEN COUNTRY By Tony Njoku

What a deluge says 

a broken country ferries trunks, rocks, mud and 
wastes

which grumble along their path like frolicking 
jades;

the power lines are shattered by speed, flight and 
violence.

The voice that roars with wrath, 

a rustle of silt on eardrums is judgment against 
the land.

Again, a deluge says 

a broken country boils on all its edges

mowing down walls and trees,

high poles and weak masts,

down with the gullies as with valleys.

Only sky-risings, hills or mountains are tall 

for the deluge; houses are dwarfs,

the wretched sit atop rubbles, setting gazes on 
flying

and dancing motes, rippling water and cruising 
boats.

 A deluge asks is that rescue

in a broken country of broken hearts and hopes?

It laughs.
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GOOD FRIENDS By Pius Dukor

Good friends are not banana peel

We throw away after all;

They are not the gum at all

We spit away just like that;

They are the sweetness in them all,

That remains in us after all.
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POETRY By Ernesto Naagbanton

Creativity is sensed in the beauty of writing 

Knowledge is expressed in the words of a poet 

Wisdom is displayed in the powerful abilities 
locked in his mind 

The hidden contents of his mind are unlocked by 
his pen.

Expressing matchless victory, the poet needs no 
validation 

Poetry is a beautiful tool I have gotten used to

It is a key to the soul that not many possess;

Only the poet possesses that key.
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IV.
 

THE ETERNAL STRUGGLE
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I LOST MY RIGHT TO REMAIN SILENT 

By R. Tombari Sibe

When evil prevails-
When lives are summarized as stats-
Four Scores killed in Benue 
Two dozen in Taraba;
That's how I lost my right to remain silent.

When dreams are shattered-
Innocents murdered on industrial scale-
Torn limbs, amputated dreams
Charred remains of innocents everywhere; 
Compatriot, you've no right to remain silent. 

When blood of innocents flow- 
When cows overrun humans-
When headlines are screaming horror,
If you've got a soul 
You've no right to remain silent.

When your right to life is threatened, 
then your right to remain silent is lost.
Silence at that point is self-sabotage 
For brave men don't die in silence; 
Speak up, so posterity will hear you. 

Silence, they say is golden 
but not silence in the face of evil. 
No, not in the wake of murder, 
Certainly not in front of terror. 
Silence, bloody silence.

In Nigeria 
Humanity lost her right to remain silent 
A right, we never had anyway.
To lose something, you've got to have it first; 
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Our tortuous life robbed us of silence ab initio.

I lost my right to remain silent.
Only those who are dead have that right 
While I live, I speak.
You die the day you're beaten to silence 
Living in the shadow of a Zombie. 

I lost my right to remain silent...

NIGHT HAS COME AGAIN
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ECLIPSE By Pius Dukor

This poem 'Eclipse'

Is making me drunk

With a fresh wine not mixed,

like our streams harbouring venom.

This poem 'Eclipse'

Is sounding like a war plane,

Dropping missiles on innocent souls

In Syria or Yemen then,

My predicaments increased.

This poem 'Eclipse'

Is torturing me

Like though in solitary confinement

In Kaduna

Or invading my thoughts

Like capitalist slavery.

Celebrating servitude

The poem is poisonous 

Like a snake's venom

tailing the sting of a viper.

This poem is painful, rancorous

Like the looting of our political class,

Licking our honey pot

While our country slumps.

This poem is like Hiroshima

The holocaust of the Jews

The massacre of the Ogonis
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The German Pogrom

And the increase of our bondage

like the scary picture of a child

At a war front eaten by vultures.

This poem 'Eclipse'

Reminds of the worst catastrophe

Of floods, earthquakes and bandits,

Certainly, a gloomy day.

This poem 'Eclipse'

Was written at the darkest

Part of the night

When the spirit of incubus perambulates,

Suppressing people's soul to hell

This poem 'Eclipse'

Is like poisonous fire

Criss-crossing the Niger Delta,

The constant gas flares and the dying of our 
people

And my pen runs dry.

Who will then investigate the atrocities?

the brutalization of the poor

Like the acid poured on the bones

Of Ken SaroWiwa and Co.

This poem 'Eclipse'

Makes me think of the C.I.A

The invitation of guns and AK 47

The romance of the devil with saints.

This poem is lifeless

Yet speaking to you

This poem is timeless, priceless

But seem worthless.
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This is an investor, or a barometer

Gauging the conscience of our leaders.

This poem 'Eclipse' is calculative;

A melting point, trying to visualize

And of hatred and primitivism.

What a failed nationhood?

Where are the Nkrumahs?

Where are the Kenyattas?

And we are been held hostage

By our resource captors

In what looks like a trance

The body prematurely relinquished

The soldering spirit saddened 

of an indisputable cessation of life.

This is the eclipse of Patrick Naagbanton.
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WE MUST FIGHT By Lawrence Dube

We Must Fight

Patrick Naagbanton was a fighter

A tireless fighter

A restless fighter

A nonviolent fighter

A selfless fighter

A fighter for justice

A fighter for the defenceless

A fighter for the oppressed.

We must fight

We must fight the good fight

For environmental justice

For the rule of law

For peace and security

For good governance

For transparency and accountability.

We must fight

We must fight against the destruction of our 
environment

The devastation of our land

The pollution of our waters

The destruction of livelihoods

We must fight against injustice

We must fight against tyranny

We must fight against repression

We must fight for our Commonwealth.

We must fight
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We must fight against Big Oil,

Against Big Men

Against Big Power

Against Corruption

Against the Principalities and Powers

Against the Rulers of Darkness

Against kidnappers and ritual killers

Against state repression, human rights abuses and 
extra-judicial killings.

We must fight

We must fight not with weapons and guns

We must fight with our voice

We must fight with our pen

We must fight with our lives

We must fight till we win.

We must fight

If we don't fight

The land will perish

The people will suffer

Injustice will prevail

Evil will triumph

If we don't fight

Patrick Naagbanton will die in vain

He will mock us

He will curse us

He will not rest.

We must fight
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Patrick Naagbanton was a fighter

A tireless fighter

A restless fighter

A selfless fighter

Patrick Naagbanton has fought for us

We must fight for others

We must fight for today

We must fight for tomorrow

We must fight for the future

We must fight.

We must fight

We must fight in resolve

We must with one heart and one mind

We must a just fight for a just cause

We will fight not fight for peanuts

We will not fight for bread and butter

We will not fight to gain

We will fight for others

We will for all of us

We must fight for freedom

We must fight for justice.

We must fight

We will not fight to destroy

We will fight to build

We will fight to revive and to restore

We will fight for the voiceless

We will fight for the defenceless

We will fight for the oppressed

We will fight for the downtrodden
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We will fight like Patrick Naagbanton fought.

We must fight

We must campaign

We must write

We must protest

We must speak out

We must say the truth and stand for the truth

We must fight like Patrick Naagbanton fought.
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WATER DON ENTER MY MOUTH

By Lawrence Dube

I have compromised

I can no longer speak the truth

The courage to speak for justice and equity I have 
lost 

Greed and corruption have

Blinded my eyes to the sufferings

Of the poor and the oppressed.

Oh my God, what have I done to myself?

My conscience is seared with hot iron

I am sliding into hell

God help me.

Chai! Water don enter my mouth,

I don die.
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WHAT IS FREEDOM OF SPEECH? 

By Orike Ben Didi

I sit back laughing 

My voice echoing across hard-headed walls

Where freedom of speech has gone numb 
searching 

for more voices

Where freedom is ambling for form

In the silence of a loud tone.
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What is freedom of speech?

I look deep across the ranges

To see a six-headed monster, deep

In the sumptuous horizon,

Saving only the past and present.

The question like a stone goes for the face;

Is silence also a form of speech?

Is silence a form of speech?

The dead have a choice

At times enforced by the living

Running against voices trapped

In time-capsules serenaded,

Time-travelling to Genesis. 

Twenty-four grams of flame

Negotiates the final detour;

Lost in between parallel lines at infinity

Found in between loud silences in stolen 
speeches,

Where we smile in tears

And cry in our laughters.
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A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY OF LATE COMRADE 
1PATRICK NAAGBANTON

Ladies and gentlemen, good evening.

I have been mandated by the steering committee to 
read a very small biography of our late friend and 
comrade. I have decided to stick to the point - 
“small.” This is to ensure that I don't waste much of 
your time as we get into the business of the evening.

I would have loved to say everything about Patrick. 
The story would have looked like that of the blind 
men who were asked to describe the elephant. So, 
how could I tell a full story when I am neither a small 
arms and light weapons researcher, an NGO 
bureaucrat nor a travel journalist, nor do I 
understand the intricacies of these endeavours. I am 
only a writer of small books and though Patrick was 
a writer – of bigger books and many articles – we 
were able to communicate at a level before that 
unfortunate incident of his being knocked down by a 
speeding driver followed by his untimely demise on 

st
the 21  of September, 2019.

It is instructive to say that the period now referred 
to as “the Abacha years” was a defining moment in 
the life of Comrade Patrick Naagbanton. General 
Abacha at the peak of his dictatorial powers and his 
agents were on the prowl looking for who to either 
kill or jail without trial. Patrick, who could be said to 
be generally informal in life, had no boundaries as to 
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who he communicated with. After all he was a 
journalist and writer-activist without demarcations 
as to where information would lead him. He was 
much of an underground man. With the predatory 
nature of the Nigerian state at certain times it was 
necessary for activists to go underground for the 
sake of their lives. Patrick had several occasions to 
do so, just as he did in the Abacha locust years, but 
not without his pen. A pen and a jotter could be said 
to be like parts of his body. 

In the early 1990s he was not yet a travel journalist 
as he was later known; he was much more of a 
traveling revolutionary; a man of ideas on the run. 
Anywhere the night met him, he made it a home, 
then the following morning he continued his journey 
through life. His ideas became his compass.

In the early 1990s Patrick registered as a member of 
the Campaign for Democracy. His activities led to 
his arrest after the cancellation of June 12 
presidential elections in 1993. After the November 
10, 1995 murder of Ken Saro-Wiwa and other 
Ogoni agitators by the Abacha government many 
activists could no longer show their faces openly for 
fear of Abacha's murderous ways. Patrick, though 
much of an escape artist with the goons of the 
dictatorship, was an active member of the Civil 
Liberties Organization (CLO), the United Action for 
Democracy (UAD), the Southern Minorities 
Movement (SMM), the Rivers Coalition, the 
Chikoko Movement, the Movement for the Survival 
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of Ogoni People (MOSOP) and was a loyal 
functionary of the Environmental Rights Action 
(ERA). In later years he was to do more and more 
work for the ERA, Social Action (SA) and the 
Stakeholders Democracy Network (SDN), Ijaw 
Council for Human Rights (ICHR), Yenagoa; 
Institute for Human Rights and Humanitarian Law 
(IHRHL), Port Harcourt; CLO, Lagos; ActionAid 
International, Nigeria (AAIN), Niger Delta Human 
and Environmental Rescue Organization (ND-
HERO), and Centre for Democracy and 
Development (CDD), Abuja, Small Arms Survey 
(SAS), Geneva, Amnesty International (AI), London, 
Bergen Risk Solutions, Oslo, Earth Rights 
International (ERI), Washington, Centre for 
Constitutional Rights (CCR), New York, Jamestown 
Foundation (Global Terrorism Monitor), USA; 
Centre for the Study of Civil War (CSCW), Oslo and 
others.

While working for these groups he was involved in 
writing detailed investigative reports, memos, 
flyers, pamphlets, press releases, articles and all 
what not. He was also actively involved in 
strategizing to tackle bad governance and in the 
distribution of flyers in Port Harcourt, Lagos, Abuja. 
Through his writings he attacked government 
policies which were anti-poor and confronted 
characters who supported them. He believed in 
ideas and his pen was mightier than machine guns!

The activities of Patrick were very clear in the late 
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1990s. More importantly, within the 13 Agudama 
Movement he was a core member of a group of 
revolutionary socialists which had inspiring lights 
like Jaye Gaskiya, Godwin Frank, Karl Chinedu 
Uchegbu and Steve Obodoekwe. This latter group 
manifested as the Democratic Alternative, the 
People's Democratic Liberation Party, the Socialist 
Workers Movement and the Socialist Workers Party. 
While in the thick of “the movement” he devoured 
revolutionary books like termites and contested 
ideas like a strong-willed boxer facing an opponent 
in a boxing ring. He read, he questioned, he learned, 
he taught. He bought books, he borrowed books, he 
lent books. He made copies of books and made more 
for comrades to read. We read books like the 
'Communist Manifesto', 'The Black Revolution', 'The 
Right to Rebel', 'The History of the Russian 
Revolution', 'The Principles of Guerrilla Warfare' 
together and debated on them. He had an unfair 
share of hunger- a hunger for ideas on how to change 
society for the better. He loved humanity and that 
could be said to be one of the major driving forces 
for his actions in life.

While in “the movement” he did not show much of 
the poet in him. He wrote poems and tucked them in 
the closet. He was known much more as a journalist 
and essayist. As a journalist he worked for the Port 
Harcourt Telegraph, Port Harcourt, the Beacon 
Newspapers, Port Harcourt, Sahara Reporters, New 
York, the Guardian, London, the New York Times, 
New York, Bloomberg (News Agency), Africa 
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Confidential, London, and the New Internationalist, 
London. He was also once a deputy editor of the 
Channel Magazine, Port Harcourt. Only very few of 
us will remember that Patrick wrote articles for the 
two only editions of “Arise”, the bulletin of the 
PDLP as he also wrote for the Ogoni Review and 
Ogoni Gong, an organ of the Ogoni Solidarity Forum 
which was founded by Comrade AkpoBari 
Celestine.

Patrick was very unique and humble. In the face of 
superior ideas, he easily changed his views. Hence, 
he pitched tent with the idea that “the right to a 
clean environment is also a human right.” He 
worked assiduously with funders and set up the 
Centre for Environment, Human Rights and 
Development, CEHRD. He believed in regional 
peace and stability, hence queued into the 
programme of the Nigeria Stability and 
Reconciliation Programme of the UK Government. 
He believed in writing and was a founding member 
and secretary of the Port Harcourt Writers Forum 
until his untimely exit. He believed in ideas and 
have all his life been inspired by men who were 
vessels of knowledge; Karl Marx, Ken Saro-Wiwa, 
Eskor Toyo, Nnimmo Bassey, Oronto Douglas, Ike 
Okonta, Jaye Gaskiya, Godwin Frank, Abdul Oroh, 
ChimaUbani, Uche Onyeagucha, Kingsley Chinda, 
Isaac Osuoka, LedumMitee, AyakweNsirimovu, 
Owens Wiwa, Ken Wiwa Jr, BekoRansomeKuti, Fela 
Anikulapo Kuti, Che Ibegwurah, Sylvester Odion-
Akhaine, Prof. Scott Pegg and many others too 
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numerous to mention, living and dead. He believed 
in education too and through him Bebor Memorial 
School in Bodo had a lifeline. He believed in the 
creative work of the human mind and hands. He was 
a Humanist.

Patrick, born in August 1970 got married to Avary, 
his quiet and unassuming soul mate to whom he 
expressed his love in the poem – To Avary. They 
have children. It is heart-warming that his son, 
Ernesto Naagbanton has started writing poems.

Patrick had a weak point. He was so much of a giver. 
A measure for his magnanimity is yet to be invented 
by any human, the latitude of his generosity leaves 
us in awe as to the construction of his heart, the 
infection of his smile is beyond the study and 
understanding of any biologist or physician. He was 
a good man who loved humanity.

It will be difficult to end this little biography without 
a choreography of a fraction of his life and work. 
Walking in the Footprints of Nkpoo Sibara, Dele Giwa 
and Ken Saro-Wiwa he was a Beacon of light and 
truth who Telegraphed through and beyond Sub-
Saharan Africa like a deliberate reporter. He was a 
Guardian to younger comrades and could be trusted 
like the African Confidential. The flowers of his 
curiosity bloomed even before he worked for 
Bloomberg – news agency. It is possible he could still 
be referred to as the Last Militant because he drew 
the courage of his convictions from The Fury of the 
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Fisherwoman. He was at home with pain of Niger 
Deltans. He was a Niger Delta son with the 
inspiration of the chicoco soil. 

After reading The Burning Grass by Cyprian 
Ekwensi, Patrick confessed to some friends that he 
got afflicted with a kind of Sokugo, the wandering 
disease. But it was of the Nkpoo Sibara type; he kept 
traveling to acquire or disseminate information. 
Patrick still had so much to do, so much to give. I 
guess he was going out again to do what he knows 
best on that ugly day in September when the 
unimaginable happened.

Patrick, Pat, Pato, el Pato, Patnas the Poet, I called 
him General; he was a great soul, dependable in the 
struggle and loyal as a comrade. 

Darkness has fallen. And in Africa a star has fallen 
off the sky.

Nigeria and the Niger Delta have lost a true voice.

The Ogoni nation has lost a giant of a man.

Bodo City, this man loved you. For him Bodo was the 
centre of the earth.

Farewell Patrick. Farewell my comrade and friend. 
Farewell soldier of the revolution.

Thank you for listening.

Read at the occasion of “An Evening of Poetry and 
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Tributes” in commemoration of the life and work of 
our departed comrade by Orike Ben Didi (member, 
PatNabs Poetry/Tributes Committee).
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